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This month the Innovation Award goes to Aitor Uskola (Aitor) from Spain, for his innovative Theme
Configuration module!Â
Â Where are you from, and where do you live now?I am from Getxo (Basque Country, Spain).How
long have you been programming?I started learning programming by myself 20 years ago and I got
my first programmer job 8 years ago for a small internet company.Â What is your expertise?I like
software and create things myself.What got you to XOOPS?When I just started learning PHP, I saw
a post in PHPNuke community by w4z004 speaking about the new project XOOPS. And after
looking code I decided that XOOPS was better for learning.What do you like the most about
XOOPS?How easy is to implement XOOPS Security for modules.In what area of XOOPS do you
contribute and why?Module development and supportIf you could add one feature to XOOPS, what
would it be?Only one? I think that most important that XOOPS needs is SEO, I see that some
modules now have it but it would be better to have a standard way.What is your major achievement
in programming that you're most proud of?I like Galeria, I learn with it PHP and XOOPS. A lot of
people collaborated on it, and while some of them left, I hope that they will come back.What are
your hobbies, when you're not coding?I like scuba and cycling when there is a nice weather.You
favorite dish and drink?I favorite dish is my mother's Meatballs, and as drink I like Coke.What about
movies and music?I like a lot movies, if I need to select one, all the Stargate film and series.If you
would have a chance for a 30 seconds commercial with a message to the world, what would you
say?Don't Worry, Be HappyIf you could choose a place and time to live, what would it be and why?I
like a lot where I live and hope that now is good moment.Who is the person that you would like to
meet and why?Â Larry Page and Sergey Brin, creators of Google. What would be internet without
Google?.
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